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Whitehorse Limestone Jupiter





Two selections from the first set of samples of Kansas Loess, blurry from sinking into the epoxy. These samples were not used for analysis.







Kansas Loess A & B showing flattened particles, slightly bladed, with jagged, angular edges. The surface is coated with clay particles.



Kansas Loess pictures C and D which exhibit the bladed features of a typical loess with clay concretions on the outside.



Limestone Bt particles, with large amounts of concretions. Both particles are angular with low and medium sphericity. This  sample 
does not fit in with the description of standard loess particles.



Limestone C particles. We do not expect to find loess in this horizon with is 
generally sub-angular with low to high sphericities.



Whitehorse Bt particles, both sub-angular with low sphericity. 
Sample 2 shows a bladed shape.



Whitehorse C horizon, showing a fairly 
weathered particle covered in concretions.



These samples are all sub-angular with medium sphericity. None of them are bladed.



The sample on the right is a conglomerate. It is hard to make a determination of the 
shape and weathering of this one. The particle on the left is similar to the other Jupiter 
Bt samples.



All four pictures showed a platy morphology and are angular with a low sphericity.







• Limestone and Whitehorse Bt samples had particles similar to loess silt.
• Unlikely Jupiter Bt contains loess based on the particles viewed in SEM.

• Could build upon study using morphometrics.

• Likely that Limestone and Whitehorse locations, soil boundaries between B and C 
mark ancient land surface.
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